
A laying hen to be more precise. 
She lays 240 brown eggs a year. 
She currently resides in a backyard somewhere in 
Toronto...

This is a chicken.



Lots of people are excited about keeping chickens in the city, and their 
numbers are growing every day. I am one of them.

*pictured: Lorraine Johnson in Toronto, Mathew Swift in Toronto

People keep chickens in community gardens, public parks and in their 
backyards. I keep mine in a friends yard.

*pictured:  Abu Talib of Taqwa Community Farms in Brooklyn, me in Toronto

People like chickens.



100 mile diet - Toronto’s ideal foodshed
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People are excited about keeping chickens... 

...because of the growing interest in local food. People want to understand 
where their food comes from. It is complicated to define sustainable food 
supply, but people still feel a desire to connect with their food...even if it is 
somewhat of a fiction, or more complex than the market economy 
promise of local food.

Chickens also have a rich history...

Major chicken producing regions in Ontario
(percentage of quotas held by registered farms)

district 6: 5.1% of total quotas
district 1: 8.1% of total quotas
district 4: 9.0% of total quotas
district 9: 9.6% of total quotas
district 5: 10.8% of total quotas
district 2: 12.3% of total quotas 
district 8: 12.7% of total quotas
district 7: 14.1% of total quotas
district 3: 17.8% of total quotas

Major chicken producing regions in Ontario
(percentage of quotas held by registered farms based on 
total number of quotas for 2010)

I like keeping chickens because it reminds me of my 
grandparents -- they kept chickens in their backyard when 
they first moved to Canada from Italy over fifty years ago

...because of the growing interest in local food. People want to understand 
where their food comes from. It is complicated to define sustainable food 
supply, but people still feel a desire to connect with their food...even if it is 

What’s the deal with this 100-mile diet? And a foodshed -- 
what’s that? I don’t even know if it’s possible to grow all the 
food needed to feed people in the region in this zone. 
Wouldn’t that be really expensive? It doesn’t matter to me if 
most of my eggs come from southwestern Ontario.

At least with my own chickens, I know where 
the eggs come from and I know what the 
chickens are eating...



compost

soil / grass

Ecology of Food

Chickens are part of a food 

web that involves the cycling 

of nutrients between soil, 

plant, animal, egg, waste, 

person, compost and back 

to the soil. People keeping 

chickens are interested in 

reconnectin with this cycle 

which is essential to our 

sustenance.

Chicken
droppings

egg

me

breakfast plants / garden

Eggs are one of the most nutritionally complete foods.
    

Eggs from chickens with access to pasture and other greens are significantly more nutritious 
than eggs from hens in a factory farm.

Nutritional Content
per 100g egg

12.g Protein

16% Vitamin A

5% Thiamine_vit. B1

33% Riboflavin_vit. B2

38% Vitamin B5

11% Folate_vit. B9

5% Calcium

10% Iron

3% Magnesium

25% Phosphorous

3% Potassium

10% Zinc

industrial: 487 IU
backyard: 792 IU

industrial: 34 IU
backyard: 170 IU

industrial: 0.97 mg
backyard: 3.73 mg

industrial: 10 mcg
backyard: 79 mcg

industrial: 0.22 g
backyard: 0.66 g

Vitamin A

Vitamin D

Vitamin E

Beta-Carotene

Omega-3s
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Toronto Municipal Code
Chapter 349

Animals

ARTICLE II
Prohibited Animals

§ 349-2. Keeping of certain animals prohibited.

A. No person shall keep, either on a temporary or permanent basis, any 
prohibited animal in the City.
B. For the purposes of Subsection A, prohibited animals are those 
classes of animals listed in Schedule A at the end of this chapter.
C. Despite Subsection A, any person who, on the date of the passage of 
this chapter, was lawfully keeping any animal listed in Schedule A may 
keep that animal until the animal has died or has otherwise been 
disposed of, provided that the owner has registered the animal with the 
Medical Officer of Health by September 1, 1999.

Schedule A to Chapter 349
Prohibited Animals

MAMMALS
Artiodactyla (such as cattle, goats, sheep, pigs)
Canidae (such as coyotes, wolves, foxes, hybrid wolf dogs) except dogs
Chiroptera (bats such as fruit bats, myotis, flying foxes)
Edentates (such asanteaters, sloths, armadillos)
Felidae (such as tigers, leopards, cougars) except cats
Hyaenidae (such as hyaenas)
Lagomorpha (such as hares, pikas) except rabbits
Marsupials (such as kangaroos, opossums, wallabies) except sugar gliders 
derived from self-sustaining captive populations
Mustelidae (such as mink, skunks, weasels, otters, badgers) except ferrets
Non-human primates (such as chimpanzees, gorillas, monkeys, lemurs)
Perissodactyla (such as horses, donkeys, jackasses, mules)
Proboscidae (elephants)
Procyonidae (such as coatimundi, cacomistles)
Rodentia (such as porcupines and prairie dogs) except rodents which do not 
exceed 1,500 grams and are derived from self-sustaining captive populations
Ursidae (bears)
Viverridae (such as mongooses, civets, genets)

BIRDS
Anseriformes (such as ducks, geese, swans, screamers)
Galliformes (such as pheasants, grouse, guineafowls, turkeys)
Struthioniformes (flightless ratites such as ostriches, rheas, cassowaries, emus, 
kiwis)

REPTILES
Crocodylia (such as alligators, crocodiles, gavials)

IS A CHICKEN 
A GALLIFORME?

I guess chickens are galliformes...

What are the rules? The letter of the law.



Shelter: housing the chickensChickens need...
shelter | space | food | water | dirt/ground   

Many resources* are available for the eager soon-to-be chicken owner to build 
their own coop. Some basic elements to consider include: adequate floor space 
per bird, dry, well ventilated, well insulated for temperature control, predator 
protection and easy to clean. There should also be nest boxes for places to lay, 
roosts for perching, and somewhere to hang food from. *see appendix for list of resources 

Chickens require basic elements for health, comfort and productivity. They need simple shelter to protect them 
from extremes of heat and cold as well as rain, snow, wind and predators.  As any pet, they require regular 
access to food and fresh water, as well as space to exercise (although in industrial farm facilities, the chickens 
do not necessarily have much room, or access to the outdoors). Additional details on food, water, housing and 
other needs are included in the following pages.  

A-frame
efficient use of materials, quick 
and easy to build, often built to be 
mobile as it is lighter 

Elevated
maximizes coop footprint on the 
ground, creates shaded area 
under coop, provides additional 
protection from predators and 
pests

Tractor
a mobile coop, can take any form,  
light, often made with wheels but 
can be built on skids with handles 
for ease of movement, allows for 
rotation of coop for pasturing 
chickens

DIY coop plans: build your own - common types

Pre-fab
Some people prefer the 
pre-fab coop option. It’s 
easier to set-up, but 
often costs more. There 
are lots of options 
available, though not all 
are widely available; 
picture above are 1) the 
egglu, 2) the nogg, 3) 
reclaimed cedar housing 
(the egglue is the most 
common, at a cost of 
around $700 for a basic 
kit for housing up to 4 
chickens.

0      1 ft COOP RUN

= 0.5 ft2 = 10.5 ft2

Space (for one average 4lb bird)

Shelter: basic components

*chickens not to scale

Industrial Chicken* Backyard Chicken*

includes exterior run space

recommended space per bird, for ‘cage free’ birds
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Food and water: the basicsBuild your own coop how-to
+ plans included

Cracked corn
supplement in addition to other feed in winter to 
increase calories for heat, should not be fed too often 
as it can cause unhealthy weight gain

Mixed whole grain
whole grain mixes include a base of cracked corn, as 
well as any number of possible combinations of wheat, 
barley, oats, flax, soy, sunflower + added vitamins

Layers mash
a ground meal, often including similar ingredients to 
the mixed whole grain feeds but also includes calcium 
supplements and grit** to help digestion

Layers pellets
can be fed in addition to other feed in winter to 
increase calories for heat, should not be fed in excess 
often as it can cause unhealthy weight gain

Pre-made feed options*
FEED

WATER

Some chickens love grass. Others love grapes!

Table scraps & fresh foods: supplement 
the chickens’ diet with fruit and vegetable scraps; yogurt or milk (on 
its own, or mixed in with their water) should be offered occasionally 
to provide additional calcium, as the hens body uses calcium to make 
eggshells. You can also feed any cooked leftovers, provided they do 
not have a lot of salt, sugar or fat.

**grit supplement not necessary if hens have access to ground for 
scratching, they will ingest enough dirt to help their digestion

Some chickens love grass. Others love grapes!

Water
Fresh water is a crucial component 
of healthy chickens. Each hen will 
drink up to 1 cup per day in cold 
weather, and 2 cups per day when 
it is warmer. Dog bowls can be 
used in the winter as they’re easier 
to change and keep from freezing 
- in the summer, a hanging waterer 
will reduce soiling (see the website 
www.avianaquamiser.com)
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Included in this document are 
plans and instructions for a 
DIY coop and run project. 
Made from either salvaged 
materials or materials 
commonly found in hardware 
stores, this coop is cheap and 
easy to build and houses up 
to four chickens comfortably. 

ROOF

ROOST (PERCHES)

NEST BOX

MAIN COOP

BASE



0   1ft

FRESH PASTURE
the chickens are let out into 
the run on fresh ground 
with lots of grass, dirt and 
bugs to peck, eat and 
scratch

AFTER A FEW DAYS...
the grass has started to 
disappear, the ground is 
becoming rough and divets 
are formed from the 
chickens’ dust baths

AND BEGIN AGAIN
once the coop is moved, the 
ground can be raked to level 
the soil and grass seeds can 
be scattered and in 2-3 
weeks, the grass will have 
regrown - or start a 
garden! (more information 
on page x)

1-2 WEEKS...TIME TO 
MOVE THE COOP
gras is all gone and the 
ground is very uneven; it’s 
time to move the coop to 
prevent unhealthy buildups 
of nitrogen and bacteria, 
allow the ground-gover to 
regenerate, and give the 
chickens fresh forage

Dirt/ground: rotating the coop



Pets and productivityWill my dog eat my chicken? 
Considering pests, pets and predatorsConsidering pConsidering pConsidering pConsidering pConsidering pConsidering pConsidering pConsidering pConsidering p
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PESTS            PETS         PREDATORS

squirrel   rat    mouse   cat        dog     raccoon        fox

RUN

Shelter

The average pet dog produces more than 10 times the waste of a chicken.  At 3/4 lb per day, the dog actually 
produces more waste than ten chickens (at 2/3 lb per day).  This is a powerful comparison in light of a common 
complaint against urban chickens: the mess. We acommodate dogs in the city, live closely with them and process 
their waste in huge volumes (statistics from a 2006, Toronto Parks, Forestry and Recreation staff survey of park 
waste bins found that nearly 30% of parks waste was dog feces) - why could we not make similar concessions 
for chickens, given that they actually produce significantly less waste, help reduce household organic scraps, and 
provide a source of food?

274 lbs per year 24 lbs per year

=

NO! Your dog will not eat your chicken. Generally dogs and cats mix well with chickens -- they can be 
acclimatized to one another with appropriate intervention, and chickens are not shy besides. They are fairly 
large, and come equipped with sharp claws, beaks and a strong self defense mechanism. It is said that they will 
even fight off, and eat, rats or mice that threaten their food supply -- though I have heard testimonials to the 
contrary. Raccoons and foxes are the biggest threat to chickens in an urban environment, but as long as the 
chickens are safely contained in a closed run or coop at night, they will be perfectly safe from predation. 
Hawks can also be an issue, but again, if they have somewhere to take cover, they will be ok.

Feed Storage
Food should be hung in the 
coop to reduce accessibility 
for rodents.  Extra feed should 
be stored in a cool, dry place 
in sealed containers; steel 
garbage cans or heavy duty 
rubbermaid bins work well, 
and are nearly rodent-proof.
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Where does it go?What should I do with the waste?

Ins and Outs of Compost!
Composted chicken manure is incredibly 
valuable to gardeners. It is too strong to use 
raw, as it risks ‘burning’ the plants with too 
much nitrogen, and spreading contaminants. 
When it is properly cured however, it is a rich 
source of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
- it is the most balanced of all manure 
composts. It also adds organic matter to soil 
which increases the water retention capacity 
of soil, as well as beneficial micro-organisms.

about once a month

every 1-2 weeks

after 6-8 months

add warm water and 
stir the compost to 
distribute air evenly 
throughout

there are many  bin options for composters: you can use the 
city issue plastic earth machine, or make your own - there are 

great instructions for composters made out of used pallettes 

collect used bedding and 
droppings and add to compost 

the compost is now 
cured and ready to 
use on your garden!

...don’t have a garden? Start one! turn page

Composting City Green Bin

Composting facility, 
120 Disco Drive.
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What can I plant?How do I start a garden?
Plant Selection: Edibles

Fruiting plants*    Leafy Greens    Herbs

*fruiting plants require additional calcium to enhance fruit production -- chicken manure is an excellent source of calcium

Soil Ammendment or Preparation
Plan 1: Grass removal / Rotation
grass can be removed through pasturing outside the run area regularly, or planning the run 
around future garden siting -- chickens will not only fertilize the ground with their manure, 
but they aerate and prepare the earth for planting 

chicken rotation schedule_plan

CO
OP
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weeks 1-2 weeks 3-5

Plan 2: Compost
composted chicken manure can be applied to the soil to improve nutrient content and 
moisture retention -- spread compost evenly across existing garden or on newly cleared soil 
for new garden, turn under with shovel or hoe

weeks 6-7 week 8



Keeping chickens with a garden.

Also remember not to let your chickens run rampant in your garden -- a little run around now and then won’t hurt, 
but if they are free to roam all the time, they will soon destroy most of your plants. Keep them fenced away from 
the garden and watch them closely when you let them out. 

It is important to consider how the dynamics of moving a coop and run around your yard will affect where and what 
you can grow. Lawn is an easy solution as it grows back quickly and the chickens love it, but a garden has many 
other benefits. It just takes a bit of additional planning. 

3
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Plant and Reseed
Plan 3: Reseed grass to continue cycle of pasturing for chickens
decide which plots you want to keep as grass so you can cycle your coop back to that spot 
in a few weeks when grass is regrown. 

Plan 4: Start a garden
allot some of the cleared and ammended areas to be planted in a garden -- this will 
maximize the benefit of your newly replenished soil, and reward you with a beautiful bounty.
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